
   

NMAH Diversity Advisory Council: Tory Altman, Gary Boyd, Jarvis DuBois, 
Omar Eaton-Martinez, Tanya Garner, Joycinna Graves, Valeska Hilbig, 
Michael Johnson, Magdalena Mieri, Drew Robarge, Angel Rodriguez,  

Noriko Sanefuji, Helena Wright, Beth Ziebarth 

 The NMAH Diversity Advisory Council (DAC) exists to study, 

report on, and advocate for diversity and inclusion for the NMAH 

staff, the Museum community (including docents, volunteers, 

contractors, interns, fellows, building residents, NMAH Board 

members, donors, and visitors) and the Museum’s exhibits and 

programs. In developing this first strategic plan for the Council’s 

work, we drew upon the NMAH overall strategic plan and linked 

our recommendations to specific priorities and strategies. The 

DAC’s recommendations are noted below each priority and 

strategy, and specific action steps appear in each section. A 

timeline at the end indicates how we plan to implement these 

steps to carry forward these recommendations, in consultation 

with the Director and Director’s Council. 
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Priority: Lead the nation in understanding the 

American Experience. 

The DAC will take the following steps to ensure that Diversity 

and Inclusion are deliberately addressed under each Priority of 

the NMAH Strategic Plan. 

 The DAC will create an internal working group with the purpose of identifying contacts and building 

a network of organizational and scholarly partners both within the Smithsonian and outside of it.  

This collection of connections will be shared with all of NMAH. 

 The DAC will proactively offer itself as a resource for teams, offering our combined experiences to 

provide teams with possible strands of stories and themes to consider. 

 The DAC will create awareness of professional organizations and conferences among staff members 

and continue to remind them of resources available for attending them. 

Priority: Expand, strengthen, and share our 

collections. 

Priority: Engage diverse national and 

international audiences. 

 The DAC will lead an effort to write and publish blog posts and create and publish Object Groups that 

reflect the diversity of NMAH collections and link to specific heritage months and other celebrations.   

 The DAC will lead a working group of interested staff members to work with Collections 

Documentation Services to develop standards for documenting diversity in different forms and to 

strengthen the searchable cultural associations in our collections data through an improved 

cataloging process in Mimsy XG.  A review of current practices is already underway. 

 The DAC will help to lead on the effort to develop and make available to the public culturally-specific 

guides and full-Museum guides in multiple languages, whether this be in hard copy form available at 

NMAH information desks or through PDFs available on the NMAH website. 
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Priority: Revitalize and expand our staff and 

facilities. 

 The DAC offers to collaborate with the Peer Awards Committee to recognize internally the work 

being done across the museum to support our stakeholders and audiences.  The DAC will encourage 

more NMAH staff to submit nominations for the Inclusion Award.  As a group, the DAC will submit 

more than one nomination based on staff members’ work outlined in the quarterly call for Diversity 

& Inclusion accomplishments and projects. 

 The DAC will continue to post a quarterly call for currently active, imminently starting, or recently 

completed Diversity & Inclusion-related projects and accomplishments.  The DAC will compile the 

responses and share them with NMAH staff. 

 The DAC will develop and maintain a Toolkit containing links and contact information for a broad 

range of higher education institutions, professional organizations, and networks which NMAH 

supervisors can use when looking for places to advertise staff, fellow, and intern openings and 

opportunities.  

 The DAC will continue to host informal Mug Club discussion sessions, open to everyone at NMAH as 

an opportunity to promote staff morale, inclusive conversation, and interoffice and interpersonal 

understanding.   

 The DAC is working to offer periodic NMAH-specific civility workshops for all NMAH staff, with an 

ideal roll-out date of fall 2015.  Every new staff member brought on in the future should be asked to 

either attend one of the regularly offered Civility Workshop courses, or an NMAH-specific session 

will be arranged at least annually.  These workshops will be part of an ongoing initiative to offer 

pertinent  training in this field. 

 The DAC will research and work with industry experts, the Director’s Council, and NMAH staff to 

establish Diversity & Inclusion Guidelines.  These guidelines will offer big questions and challenges 

for NMAH staff to use to consider how to make museum projects more diverse and how to talk about 

the diversity and inclusion efforts and accomplishments present in our work. 

 The DAC will work together with NMAH departments to identify Diversity & Inclusion liaisons for 

project teams., whether those liaisons be existing members of the DAC or someone else from the 

team. This will allow for improved internal communication and a greater dispersion of information 

and resources about diversity and inclusion initiatives. 

 The DAC is working to explore options for providing further types of Diversity Training/Workshop 
opportunities to all of NMAH. 

 
 Acknowledging that not all NMAH staff members can attend every All Staff meeting, the DAC is 

working to ensure that every All Staff meeting is recorded and available for viewing on The Attic. 

Continued on next page. 
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Priority: Lead the nation in understanding the American Experience. 

The DAC Recommends that the Director’s Council and NMAH take the 

following steps to ensure that Diversity and Inclusion are deliberately 

addressed under each Priority of the NMAH Strategic Plan. 

 All NMAH staff should cultivate an expanded, intentional and multi‐layered presence within key 
professional organizations and conferences, including, but not limited to culturally specific 
organizations. A multi‐layered presence includes conference attendance, presenting papers and best 
practices, and publishing in conference journals. 

 
 All NMAH exhibitions and programs should be inclusive of different perspectives. Different 

perspectives should be integrated into content development, exhibition script, object list, and related 
programming. This can be done with other units and external scholars to ensure ‘first voice’ 
interpretation of historic events from multiple perspectives.  
 ‘first voice’ interpretation is understood to mean a group or culture’s interpretations of its own 

history/events  

 The DAC is working with NMAH to consider the use of terms like “building tenants” for their 
exclusive nature and settle upon new terminology that promotes cross‐department collaboration 
and respect . 

 
 The DAC is working with OMMS to examine the NMAH (Everyone) and NMAH (Staff) email lists to 

ensure each list is correctly and thoroughly populated, to settle upon a clear protocol for when to 
use which email list, and to share this with all of NMAH. 

 
 The DAC is working to consider Mentor/Mentee programs that might be beneficial to and practical 

for NMAH staff.  Inspired by OFEO’s Rotational Assignment Program (RAP), a mentorship program 
could address a number of concerns while promoting internal understanding and respect. The 
mentee will gain new skills and outlooks so that when positions at NMAH and elsewhere open up, 
they could potentially qualify for them. 

Priority: Revitalize and expand our staff 

and facilities. 
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Priority: Expand, strengthen, and share our collections. 

 NMAH should review collection plans to include explicit guidelines about the need to collect objects 
that tell diverse stories and highlight diverse collections on the web. 

 
 NMAH should continue to create awareness about different materials and practices that affect the 

preservation and presentation of culturally‐specific artifacts. 

 Continue to provide public and private presentations (such as Objects Out of Storage and What it 
Means to Be American) on diverse topics to engage the public on these subjects. 

 
 Engage our national and global audiences by making strategic parts of our website, such as Visitor 

Services and general exhibition information, available in multiple languages and using more 
universal symbols for amenities. 

 
 NMAH should continue to pose questions and share information through social media and other 

online platforms that encourage discussion from a wide range of perspectives. 
 
 Continue to encourage and provide support to colleagues seeking to widen the range of our 

productions (i.e. we have a lot of Civil Rights Movement programming but there are other diverse 
stories we can tell) 

 
 Evaluate the materials (stories, objects, photographs) we deliver in training and programs for their 

representativeness. 
 
 Actively seek out diverse groups to participate in museum projects. (i.e. Smithsonian Jazz Oral 

History and the Agricultural Innovation and Heritage Archive.) 

Priority: Engage diverse national and international audiences. 

Priority: Revitalize and expand our staff and facilities. 

 NMAH should evaluate the interpersonal and professional culture existing among departments and 
staff members in order to make our internal culture as inclusive as possible. 

 
 NMAH should continue to make clear that all new hires are expected to work on projects as 

requested/assigned, with an eye to ensuring a diversity of stories and representation within 
exhibitions, programs, collections, etc. 

 
 Additional human resources staff should be hired to be responsible for: 

 Leading improved onboarding system and announcing incoming & outgoing colleagues 
 Leading the development of a strategic hiring plan, after thorough assessment of current 

diversity levels compared to GLF statistics 
 Lead effort to identify and obtain funding for paid internships, allowing NMAH to build a more 

diverse pool of internal candidates 
 Conducting exit interviews 
 Manage ongoing civility and diversity training programs for staff 
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Timeline for Accomplishing Strategies 

2015 

2016 

 Continual: Mug Club, Blogging, Object Groups, NMAH-Specific Civility Workshops, Inclusion Award 
nominations, Maintain Toolkit & Networks 

 Priority 1-1: Compile and share list of staff networks and partners (will be periodically updated) 

 Priority 4-3: Completion and publishing of Toolkit for hiring resources 

 Priority 4-6: Ongoing development and completion of Diversity & Inclusion Guidelines  

 Priority 4-7: Arrange for additional Diversity & Inclusion related training for staff 

 Priority 4-11: Prototype mentorship program at NMAH 

 January —Priority 4-4: First Meeting of the Diversity & Inclusion Mug Club (ongoing throughout 
year) 

Spring 

 Priority 2-1: DAC members promoting diverse stories in blogs and Object Groups through specific 
presentations and discussions 

 Priority 2-2: DAC meeting with CDS to review cultural associations in Mimsy XG and beginning 
discussion for expanded tagging 

Summer 

 Priority 3-1: DAC will begin collaboration with staff tasked with developing multilingual guides 

 Priority 4-5: DAC begins work with Smithsonian Ombudswoman to develop NMAH-specific civility 
workshops (goal to begin offering workshops Fall 2015) 

 Priority 4-8: Ensure All Staff Meetings are recorded and available via The Attic 

Fall 

 Priority 4-1: Promote Peer Awards nominations and submit nominations for Inclusion Award 

 Priority 4-10: Email lists are updated and protocols shared with NMAH 

Ongoing 

 Priority 1-2: the DAC continues to make itself available as a resource for staff 

 Priority 4-2: the DAC continues to post a quarterly call for Diversity & Inclusion accomplishments 

 Priority 1-3: Promote awareness of conference opportunities, training fund opportunities, etc. 

 Priority 4-9: Consideration of terminology such as “building tenants” and discussion to find more 
inclusive terminology 
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2017 

 Continual: Mug Club, Blogging, Object Groups, NMAH-Specific Civility Workshops, Inclusion award 
nominations, Maintain Toolkit & Networks 

 Summer—Multi-lingual and Culturally Specific Guides available for visitors in time for the opening 
of the Many Voices One Nation and American Democracy exhibitions on 2 West 

 Summer—Updated multi-lingual and Culturally Specific Guides available for visitors in time 
for the opening of 3 West exhibitions 

2018 

Timeline for Accomplishing Strategies 


